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In this edition we cover:

1. Academies Financial Handbook 
2. Lord Agnew’s letter 
3. Teachers’ Pension Contributions 
4. 2018 Accounts submission to ESFA 
5. ESFA’s name & shame policy 
6. The alcohol debate & regularity  
7. Land & Buildings collection tool 

You can view previous Academy Advisor 
issues by accessing our Resources Page: Click here to read previous issues

8. Making Tax Digital 
9. Trade Union facility time 
10. Charity fundraising  
11. Risk management  
12. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)   
13. Timetable for upcoming submissions 
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Introduction

Potential issues to highlight: 
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Ensure that there is a mutual understanding of the scope and timing of the audit and the respective responsibilities 
of the auditor and those of the Trustees, as those charged with governance of the Academy Trust. 
Encourage two-way communication on matters relevant to the audit (for example, on areas of risk and materiality) 
where you may need particular reassurance. 
Completing the Trustees’ report early will aid your auditors’ understanding of activities they may not otherwise be 
aware of, such as a restricted grant, which could necessitate a revision to the accounts. 
Highlight any information that the Trustees believe may be relevant to the audit.  If you believe there’s a problem, 
tell your auditors immediately so time isn’t wasted. It takes longer to revisit issues at the end of the audit than deal 
with them as they arise. 

As the audit season is upon us, it’s worth considering steps you can take to ensure it runs as efficiently and 
effectively as possible: 

Significant changes in the Academy Trust and its environment over the past year (including the impact of any 
changes in financial systems). 
A significant change in the level of risk facing the Academy Trust as a result of its future plans. 
Instances of non-compliance with laws and regulations which are central to the Trust’s operations. 
Changes in how the Trustees oversee management’s fraud risk management procedures. 
Any knowledge of actual, suspected or alleged fraud affecting the Academy Trust. 

We can guide and support you throughout the audit process and offer assistance in areas you may have difficulty 
completing. 
 
In the meantime, there are a number of important updates we have collated to share with you in this newsletter. If 
anything is unclear or if you need further advice and support, please do not hesitate to contact me or a member of our 
team. 



1. Academies Financial Handbook 2018

The Academies Financial Handbook (AFH) is published each year with MUST requirements for all Trusts for the year 
from 1st September to 31st August.  Trustees will need to be aware of the main changes due for 1st September 2018 
and ensure that all policies are updated to align with the new guidance. The main changes are summarised below: 

The schedule of requirements (the ‘musts’) now include a Top 10 list for Trustees as well as requirements for personal 
responsibilities, structures, relationships, money and oversight, and accountability and audit. 

The Top 10 MUSTS for chairs and trustees [Annex C]

Related Party Transactions (RPT) continue to be a high focus area for the ESFA. A RPT could be in the form of 
securing stationary supplies from a Trustee’s spouse or contracting IT support from a relative’s company on an ‘at cost’ 
basis or even transactions with trading subsidiaries (we are seeking clarification on this point from ESFA).   
 
From 1 April 2019, all RPTs must be reported to ESFA using an online form BEFORE the transaction takes place (this 
excludes salaries paid under an employment contract). Also, PRIOR approval must be obtained from ESFA for 
contracts for supplies of goods and services by a RP to the Trust if: 

Related party transaction reporting and prior approval 3.10.4, 3.10.6,3.10.7

A single contract exceeds £20,000  
A contract takes cumulative value in year to 31 August over £20,000;  
All contracts with RP once £20,000 threshold exceeded in year to 31 August.     

Trusts must prepare management accounts every month, comprising the balance sheet (financial position) and 
budget variance reports against income and expenditure, and cash flow forecasts with sufficient information to manage 
cash, debtors and creditors. 

Budget monitoring 2.3.3

Whilst Boards must meet at least 3 times a year, if the Board meets less than 6 times, it must describe in the 
governance statement how it maintained oversight of funds with fewer meetings. 

Financial oversight 2.1.2  

The ESFA will investigate if the academy fails to meet Return deadlines or if information provided is not of acceptable 
quality. Investigations may be commenced at the cost of the Trust to collect the appropriate information, and the name 
of late returners will be published. 

Provision of information 4.8.4 

It is important to ensure any related party is identified and reported. All RPTs must also be sufficiently monitored to 
avoid inadvertently exceeding the threshold. 

Secretary of State intervention 1.2.7  

The Secretary of State can require a trust to remove a member or trustee or prohibit individuals from taking part in 
Trust management under certain circumstances. 
 
1.2.9 Where there is a concern, ESFA may refer Trusts to the Charity Commission’s regulatory powers to address non- 
compliance with legal or regulatory requirements, misconduct or mismanagement.   
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The AFH has placed a greater emphasis on high standards of governance, focused on three core functions of 
governance: 

Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction 
Holding executive leaders to account for the educational performance of the organisation and its pupils, and the 
performance management of staff 
Overseeing and ensuring effective financial performance. 

High standards of governance 1.3.1 to 1.3.5  

Financial management to include managing debtors, creditors, cash-flow and monthly bank reconciliations. 2.3.5 With 
pressure on budgets, academies must focus on managing their cash position robustly and avoid becoming overdrawn. 
Trusts may be required to report on the cash position to ESFA. 

Cash management control framework 2.2.1  

The national deals for schools is strongly recommended, and guidance is provided on running an efficient procurement 
process. 

Deals for Schools 2.4.2  

The Handbook has set out the expectations around setting executive pay. The emphasis is on having a transparent, 
proportionate and justifiable approach for setting the pay of executives, and 2.4.5 to ensure compliance with gender 
pay reporting requirements, to publish information by 31 March on the previous year’s information, on the Trust 
website, if the Trust has more than 250 members of staff. 
 
Eileen Milner’s recent letter (18/09/2018) to Academies also noted that trusts will be challenged on high pay, in 
particular, those paying a salary of over £150,000, or where two or more salaries are over £100,000 to scrutinize the 
trust’s decisions. Additionally, from this year the Accounts Return will need to report on which post holders have 
annualized full-time equivalent pay over £100,000. This will include the job role and description of each individual, 
indicating whether their role is predominantly curriculum and education leadership, or school business management 
leadership. 

Setting executive pay process 2.4.4 

Unless commercial insurance provides better value for money, Trusts should consider using the RPA scheme. 
However not all risks are covered by RPA, so additional cover will be required. 

Risk Protection Arrangements 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 

Whistleblowing procedures 2.7.1 

The trust must have appropriate procedures in place for whistleblowing, so concerns are responded to properly and 
fairly. ESFA have published “procedures for dealing with complaints about academies”. 

The chair of trustees should ensure the effective functioning of the Board. The Trust’s senior executive leader may be 
appointed as a trustee, but DfE’s preference is for no other employee to be a trustee in order to retain clear lines of 
accountability. 1.4.1 to 1.4.5 Employees of the Trust must not be members unless permitted by Articles, and DfE 
preference is that the majority of members should be independent of the trustee board. 4.3.1 Boards must ensure 
appropriate, reasonable and timely response to audit findings. 

Risk review and checking controls (internal audit) 2.9.7 to 2.9.9 

All trusts must have a process in place to review risks and check controls. There are options available on how this is 
done, but all trusts must comply, send reports from the reviews promptly to Trustees, and describe its process and why 
in the governance statement. 
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2. Lord Agnew’s letter to audit firms

After Lord Agnew’s letter to the Chairs of Academy Trusts in February 2018, he has reiterated some of the points in a
letter to auditors in June 2018. 
 
The main focus is to increase awareness of best practice in financial management and governance. There were
several key areas that boards are encouraged to focus on to govern more effectively and make the best use of the
freedoms afforded to Academy schools. 

Increasing the awareness of Integrated Curriculum Financial Planning in the area of teacher deployment. The
Department has been supporting weaker trusts by raising the profile of ICFP and would like to assist more trusts that
could benefit from it. 

GAG pooling 

As a single financial entity, MATs have the opportunity to pool GAG to focus the provision of support to weaker
schools within the MAT and prioritise investment to bring up standards where required. 

Three-year forecasting is now a mandatory requirement and it is important to ensure the trust gets the most out of this
exercise. In particular, it’s important to ensure that overly optimistic projections regarding future pupil numbers are not
used to balance funding pressures. 

Better use of KPIs and benchmarking 

Best of breed templates  

The AFH sets out requirements for trusts in terms of internal audit provision, which feeds in to auditors’ risk
assessment and planning.  

Integrated Curriculum Financial Planning (ICFP)  

Three-year forecasting 

Trusts can benefit from the financial benchmarking tool. 2016/17 data has now been uploaded and provides a trust by
trust comparison on a per pupil basis to help guide best practice. 

Monthly reporting packs provided to Trustees should be accessible to non-accountants (i.e. non-financial executive
board members) and the requirements in the reporting returns to ESFA should form the basis of internal reporting. 

Auditors’ management letters  

Recommendations made by auditors should be implemented in a timely manner with scrutiny at board level to ensure
that this is the case. 

Internal audit requirements 
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Operational challenge 

Non-exec board members and Chairs are encouraged to take up Trustee training courses offered by their auditors. 
 We run an Academy Update Seminar every summer, which is open to all of our academy clients. Please visit our 
website for details. 

The role of the chair and non-execs on a trust 

HM Treasury have recently issued directions to the Government actuary, proposing a significant increase in employer 
pension contributions to the Teachers’ Pension Scheme.  After a short consultation period, employer contributions are 
expected to rise from 16.48% to 23.6% from September 2019 following the latest valuation.   
 
The DfE is committed to funding this increase for academy trusts throughout the period covered by the current 
spending review (up to March 2020), but their approach beyond March 2020 will depend on the outcome of the next 
Spending Review, due in 2019. 
 
The impact of this increase in cost will be significant for academy trusts and will require consideration for the impact on 
reserves and potentially on going concern.  For a typical academy school with a teaching salary cost of £2.8m, the 
additional 7.12% in employer contributions will mean an additional cost of nearly £200k. 
 
Trustees will need to review and amend the budget forecasts for 19/20 onwards to consider where possible additional 
savings may be required in order to balance budgets. 

Some useful suggestions (aimed mainly at MATs) and areas to consider include: 

a) Do you have a standard employment contract for all teaching staff so that they could be cross deployed to different 
schools? 
b) Are you using the same exam boards in all schools to enable cross school marking?  
c) Do you have a central electronic purchase order system to ensure strong controls on expenditure? 
d) Do you have a central bank account that simplifies bank reconciliations and ensures that there is constant, easy 
visibility of the cash position? 
e) Are you benchmarking your supply teacher costs and monitoring the position to determine if employing permanent 
staff to fill some of this requirement may improve quality and reduce costs? 
f) Do you utilize the Department’s procurement arrangements?

3. Teachers’ Pension Contributions

4. 2018 Accounts Submission to ESFA

When accounts are submitted to ESFA this year, the questions on the coversheet have been amended.  There are 
additional questions about audit committees, approach to internal scrutiny, expansion of related party transaction 
disclosures, details from auditors’ management letter and going concern issues. We recommend that you share your 
draft answers on the coversheet with your auditors to ensure no inadvertent misunderstandings or omissions. 
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5. ESFA’s name & shame policy

Eileen Milner, as Chief Executive for ESFA wrote to Trusts on 18th September to reiterate that ESFA will be taking a
firm stance on non-compliance with submission date requirements, publishing the names of trusts who do not submit
two or more of their returns by the required deadline in any given year.  Trusts due to be published on the first list have
been notified. 

Land & Buildings Collection Tool: 5 November 2018 
Financial Statements: 31 December 2018 
Accounts Return: 21 January 2019 
Budget Forecast Return Outturn: 21 May 2019 
Budget Forecast Return: 30 July 2019 

The returns that will be in scope from 2018/19 are:

6. The alcohol debate & regularity

The debate around academy trusts purchasing alcohol continues.  ESFA’s current standpoint is a complete ban on
public and private money being used to purchase alcohol, although there is still some ambiguity on whether funds
raised outside of GAG, such as from fundraising or from staff for their Christmas drinks would be considered outside
the scope of the policy if trustees have approved an academy trust policy relating to fundraising and staff expenditure. 
 
There is currently no definitive guideline for proprietary on this issue; it will come down to the professional judgment of
auditors to determine if a regularity issue should be reported in the statutory accounts for this year.  There will be
historic issues, due to the ruling coming into force from September 2017, before the policy announcement in June
2018.  
 
Auditors will be asking ESFA for written clarification of their policy as the AAD does not provide any substantive detail
to help academies or auditors. 
 
Per the AAD for August 2018, incidents of irregularity and impropriety which the accounting officer and reporting
accountant should be alert to include: 

Use of public funds for personal benefit.
Lack of appropriate authorisation for expenditure, including failure to obtain ESFA approval where appropriate.
Inappropriate procurement processes including breaches of the relevant thresholds within the European Union.
Inappropriate authorisation: Chair of Governors acting beyond powers to authorise contracts/payments.
Irregular expenditure not for the purpose intended e.g. excessive gifts and alcohol. 

We believe there is no propriety issue where alcohol has been purchased outside of public funds, for example through
a fundraising event or from separate lettings income in accordance with policies set by Trustees. We have raised
concerns with ESFA on the outright ban and for clarity of this matter, as many schools offer parents alcoholic
refreshments at fundraising events or at welcome meetings and as ‘thank you’ or leaving gifts for staff. We will await
further advice on this issue from EFSA. 
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7. Land and buildings collection tool

The ESFA committed to Parliament that it would try to remove a long-standing audit qualification for the  Sector Annual
Report & Accounts (SARA), relating to  the lack of underlying data held for the recognition of land and buildings within
the sector, by introducing a  Land and Building Asset Register (LBR), with data collected via a new return ‘Land and
Buildings Collection Tool’ (LBCT), required by 31st October each year. 
 
The LBCT is an online form requiring a list of land and buildings (specifying freehold, leasehold, right of use etc) and in
some cases will need to be supported by uploading documented evidence to demonstrate the recognition criteria under
the ESFA’s accounting framework.  No valuations are required, nor complex validations.  It can be submitted directly to
the ESFA without the requirement for auditor clearance. 
 
ESFA valuations of land and buildings will no longer be provided to new academy schools, so Trustees must obtain a
valuation by alternative means: professional valuation; from LA, comparison to similar schools or adjusted insurance
value.   If you are a new academy school, we can discuss with you the options available to ensure you have a relevant
land and building valuation for inclusion in the financial statements.    
 
The return will be open from 1 October 2018 and the deadline to submit your return will be 5 November 2018.  

8. Making Tax Digital   

Trade Union (Facility Time Publication Requirements Regulations 2017) were issued recently and require entities with
more than 49 FTE employees in any 7-month period to 31 August 2018 to disclose 4 items in the Trustees’ Report: 

HMRC require any entity registered for VAT with a taxable turnover of £85,000 or more to submit VAT returns from 1
April 2019 using the new HMRC digital service. 
 
If you are registered for VAT on a voluntary basis (taxable income is less than £85,000) or you use s126 to reclaim
input VAT, this new procedure will not apply to you.   
 
If you will be subject to MTD, we recommend you check progress with your software supplier on compliance with this
new requirement, and how you will be able to submit Returns on a digital basis from 1 April 2019. 
 
Our in-house VAT experts can be contacted to discuss further the implications of MTD.   

9. Trade Union facility time

1. Number of employees: union officials and FTE number 
2. Percentage of time spent on facility time /number of employees 
3. Percentage of pay bill spent on facility time 
4. Time on paid union activities as a percentage of total paid facility time   

Academy Trusts will need time to obtain and calculate the relevant data for disclosure this year.    
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10. Charity fundraising

The Charities (Protection and Social Investment) Act 2016 introduced new rules for fundraising activities and reporting
requirements which apply to 31 August 2018 Trustees’ Reports. The Charity Commission has guidance that can be of
assistance in this area – Charity Fundraising CC20. 
 
The legislation requires charities that use professional fundraisers to raise funds to ensure certain contractual terms
and conditions in relation to The Fundraising Standards are adopted.    
 
It also requires specific disclosure within the Trustees Annual Report of the approach to fundraising covering 6 points: 

1. Approach to fundraising 
2. Work with and oversight of any commercial participators or professional fundraiser 
3. Confirmation that fundraising conforms to recognised standards 
4. Monitoring of fundraising activities 
5. Complaints about fundraising 
6. Protection of the public 

In the early stages of implementing risk management, a Trust may predominantly focus on internal controls checking
and confirming purchase orders are authorized to ‘tick the box’ that controls are all in order.  However, Trusts need to
think about the major risks in order to ensure contingency plans are in place to address the big issues. For example,
Trusts should determine: 

What the major risks are to the academy;
What the likelihood is of those risks materialising;
What would be the potential impact of the risks; and
What systems have been put in place to mitigate and monitor the risks.

The risk register should be on the agenda of every meeting and a brainstorming session is a helpful way to think about
possible worst-case scenarios and how to address them. A few examples include: 

11. Risk management

Strategic & Reputational risks 

Strategic: Charitable objectives, charitable status, long-term demand, competition, stakeholders,
alliances/partnerships, investments, insurance, macroeconomic, natural disaster and technology. 
Public profile: Charitable objectives, trustee profile, expenditure, quality of service, fraud, failure to comply with
legislation, litigation.
Governing body: Delegation, principal / financial director absence, skills.

What plans are in place to ensure pupils due to sit a time-sensitive exam can continue to do so, even in the event
that school premises become unavailable?
What contingency plans do you have in place to offer continuity of education provision in the event of school
premises being unavailable in the longer term?
How would you address the management of, and reputational risk of a safeguarding allegation against a member
of staff?
Are business continuity and disaster recovery plans up to date and understood by key personnel? 

Risk categories to be considered:
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Management information: Quality, timeliness, review 
and quantity. 
Human Resources: Trustee, management, staff, 
volunteer, health & safety.
Income: Donors, marketing, grants receivable.
Supplier: Supplier selection, key supplier 
dependence, value for money. 

Operational risks 

Employee: Employment law, pension risk, health & 
safety. 
Environmental: UK & EU legislation.
Financial reporting: Statutory accounts, Accounting 
standards, SORP compliance, ESFA.
Charities legislation 
Tax legislation: VAT / PAYE / NI risk.
GDPR
Welfare compliance: Disability, Child Protection Act.
Government: Grant criteria, licensing

Compliance risks 

On 25th May 2018 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect, replacing the existing Data Protection
Act (DPA). As we move into a digital age, access to personal data and how it is used has become a significant
concern.   
 
Academy trusts need to be fully aware of the sheer scope of the new regulation, the costs involved and the punitive
fines for a breach; DPA upper limits on fines for breaches were £500,000, but under GDPR the fines may reach as
high as €20m. 
 
Under the rules, all employers must have tools in place to allow for the storage of personal data as well as lawfully
retaining and processing the data. Employees and others will be able to legally request that the academy trust should
delete certain personal data held by the academy. Budgeting for GDPR will include training relevant personnel and the
appointment of an academy Data Protection Officer. Resources will also need to be spent to ensure proper data
management policies, documenting why information is held, how it is collected, when it may be deleted and who may
gain access to it. Agreements must be put in place for employees and other individuals to sign up to in relation to the
collection of their data. 
 
Academies will also need to have comprehensive reporting policies in case of data security breaches. GDPR
introduces a blanket policy on reporting breaches to the Information Commissioner Office within 72 hours of discovery,
where there is a risk to any affected individuals. As such, policies will need to cover how to detect, investigate, respond
and report data breaches if they occur.   
 
MHA Carpenter Box are well versed with the requirements of GDPR and would welcome an informal discussion to
ensure academies are on track to stay on the right side of GDPR and avoid potential pitfalls of this new regulation. 

12. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
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Financial control: Overall control, budget,
reconciliation, consolidation, cash-flow 
Financial systems: Systems suitability, maintenance,
disaster risk, authorised access.
Income: Completeness of records, restricted income,
sponsorship, cut-off risk, fraud.
Expenditure: Authorisation, allocation, price cut-off
risk, fraud, related party. 
Fixed Asset: Capital Construction, asset recognition,
fraud.
Investment: Return on investment.
Stock: Fraud.
Debtors: Recoverability, completeness, cut-off risk,
cash-flow.
Taxation: Non-charitable trading risk, changes in
legislation. 
Provisions & Contingent liability: Recognition of risk,
contractual commitments.
Funds: level of funds, endowment risk.
Pension: Funding or contribution.

Financial risks 



13. Timetable for upcoming submissions

Please find set out below the academy sector returns, including the associated deadlines, required by the ESFA
through to the end of January 2019: 

Return Guidance available Online form launch date Deadline for submission

Land & Buildings collection tool 31 July 2018
1 October 2018 5 November 2018

Budget forecast return 2018

31 May 2018 (AAD) 5 October 2018 31 December 2018

MHA Carpenter Box is a trading name of Carpenter Box Limited, a limited company registered in England under company number 02360917. Our registered office is: Amelia House Crescent Road Worthing BN11 
1QR where a list of the directors’ names is available for inspection. Registered to carry on audit work in the UK and Ireland and regulated for a range of investment business activities by the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales. Registered with the Chartered Institute of Taxation as a firm of Chartered Tax Advisers. MHA Carpenter Box is a member of MHA, an independent member of Baker Tilly 
International. Arrandco Investments Limited is the registered owner of the UK trade mark for Baker Tilly and its associated logo. 

How MHA Carpenter Box can help

If you have any questions or concerns relating to any of these articles featured, please contact Robin Evans, Head of 
our Academies team, by calling 01903 234094 or email robin.evans@carpenterbox.com

Get in contact

Call: 01903 234094 
Email: info@carpenterbox.com 
Visit: www.carpenterbox.com

For Trusts which do not submit two or more of the above returns on time, ESFA will publish the list of those
not complying for returns of the preceding year on GOV.UK 

From October to January ESFA will be providing a weekly dial-in facility for Academies to ask questions about the AAR
and there will be webinars and tutorials available as detailed in the ESFA e-bulletin.  

Follow:

Financial statements, auditor’s 
management letter, accounts 
submission coversheet online

3 September 2018 1 October 2018 21 January 2019

https://www.facebook.com/carpenterbox/
https://twitter.com/carpenterbox
https://www.linkedin.com/company/carpenter-box
http://www.carpenterbox.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/CarpenterBox

